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By GARY PEACOCKC- SUITE

NE OF INDIA’S fastest growing 
services is outsourcing. Large 
international organisations 
are trekking to India to get 
cost-effective services. With 
double-digit growth in India, 
what can go wrong?

In India, walk the corridors 
of any big supplier or listen to 
their management meeting 
and you are certain to hear: 
“How can we get through to 
them?” Them? Some of your 
best customers!

Some of the reasons you 
can’t get through to them 
(your customers) are strategic.

Jerome Barthelemy wrote 
about The seven deadly sins of 
outsourcing. It appears man-
agers who are guilty of some of 
the seven deadly sins have out-
sourced some activities to In-
dia. First, check the strategic 
causes. As Barthelemy says, 
“…some outsourcing efforts 
are doomed to fail before they 
even begin. When a firm has outsourced activities that 
should not be outsourced, selected the wrong vendor, 
and written a poor contract, the likelihood of success is 
close to zero.”

Sometimes, you need to sack a customer because the 
relationship is not working for you and it is not work-
ing for them. How do you sack a customer? Schedule a 
meeting called a relationship review where both sides 
discuss what’s working and what’s not. You must meet a 
senior executive from your customer, not a procurement 
or operations person. 

After both sides share their view of the relationship, 
then you should say something like: “Well, from our dis-
cussions today, you are not happy with the relationship 
and we are not happy either. So, perhaps you should find 
another supplier who can give you what you want?”

One of three things will happen. Your customer may 
want to find another supplier, although this is unlikely. 
The customer may say ‘we have a contract, and you need 
to comply’. But if nothing changes, then the relationship 
is going to continue not working.

More likely: the customer says, I know we have prob-
lems, but I did not realise they were so bad. 
I don’t want to go somewhere else. 
What can we do to improve the 
relationship? This c a n  i n c l u d e 

renegotiating 
prices and key 
performance 

i n d i c a t o r s 
(KPIs). This often happens 
because the customer has 
already invested so much 
time and money. 

Now, let’s assume you 
don’t have a strategic prob-
lem, or you have fixed your 
strategic problem. If you 
are still asking ‘How can 
you get through to them?’ 
then you have a tactical 
problem. 

G et t i ng t h roug h — 
whether personal or work 
related — starts with one 
question: who am I trying 
to get through to? Getting 
through is personal. You 
must find the words that 
will work for that one per-
son. This seems obvious. 
But look around you, what 
may seem like common 

sense is not common practice. 
Consider how to connect between your staff and your 

customer’s staff. Cialdini’s classic book Influence tells us 
that people are influenced more by people who are simi-
lar to them. What’s similar between staff in Australia 
and India? Outside work people have teenagers and tod-
dlers; people have passions and pastimes. Inside work, 
people have difficult customers, difficult employees and 
difficult suppliers. Put people in the same room (or video 
conference) and give them activities that will help them 
see the similarities. Then stand back and watch the re-
lationships flourish  
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